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Here’s to the Future…”and another thing” 

 

Cool, so this stuff is just to share ideas for scripts, songs, enlighten if choosing to following our part of 

the story…or however  

 

So, we know, hindsight is 20/20…we weren’t so organized about things as a collective, but we’re 

getting’ there…let’s move forward from here… 

Here’s a Question…To the general population, is Hiphop an empowerment movement or what? It’s 

supposed to be, and while folks “assess” (Us S?) the 2X thing, we are losing more and more people as 

they develop their own take on the story…and number affiliations assertions for affiliation sake…like 

blue vs red…how terrible…it’s purple peace folks… (ex: 5 S 4 etc..) Now both sides are calling each 

other stupid. (Don’t get caught on the spokes of the number thang   

O.k., just to enlighten: The “divergence” is similar to those who accept the Global warming theory and 

those who do not…Which side are we? Obvious…truth, and Love. Not hate and fear…the difference is 

also “3 6” versus “5 S”…and there’s 2 kinds of 5’s too….the “here’s the truth, but let’s move on, God is 

love”, and the “destroy/Hate/Fear” bit…sad but true how this same conflict shows itself in 

psychological forms, in history such as the Derivatives mess….it’s greed/hate/entitlement/misuse of 

“cash rules” (which is a people’s empowerment philosophy not just for the few) 

So as we go forward, and the iron sharpens iron dialogue continues, we need more than just word 

play without a real message, Real Leaders addressing Real stuff that empowers to teach the world the 

truth and root of the story (word is bond), to save the world…since all sorts are getting involved… 

 

So a title for a documentary regarding us at this point might be… “The Owlin and the Baby”…Owlin 

means knowledge of the current satellite reality (every thought is heard and reap/sow is real) and 

that love/life lessons must be learned…”The Baby” part is, well…, we all know that someone they all 

choose to social event around, just had a baby, yet doesn’t hear the conversation…so, Mother and 

Child is always a great focal point, but should be pure and not ever used as a snide remark about 

someone they know nothing about…our feeling is that we just want to wipe the smirk off their grills 

and tell them the truth…all in good time…anyway  because, trust us, we will see lots more denial as 

we play the “Who’s the deadbeat-love or hate/fear?” While many of us relate, that we rise early in 

the morning, show self discipline, self motivation and compassion for loved ones…maybe we should 

be working together on this? Instead of arguing in the world media? Let’s get passed the who’s the 

Deadbeat bit, don’t make us do what it seems we have to do…because evil just has to be taught a 

lesson, so everyone can see it on the internet… With us, or against us… love or fear…that’s it, one 

or the other…that’s how weeee “Owlin 3 6” deals with it…not a wishy washy ohhhh 5 la la la…drag the 

confusion out for 40 years bit…? Let’s move on towards peace…that’s our peace…1 
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So, a major problem (yes, let us identify the root cause of the problem like Six Sigma…yellow belt 

here…don’t mess with us… ) Is, just like the oppressor has shown in the past, it uses someone else’s 

ldeas to push a hate message…same situation here…something like FR-5 is a good example. If I read it 

right….well, to that I say Owlinlove 3 6 (love and closure) 9 (creative self healing) versus their Brother 

against Brother 2X Sleeper 5tatic hate/fear campaign…and at that point if they say something…we say 

“to hell with them”…O.k., so if anyone who knows any of those folks, would you kindly let them know 

that they are going to be known as the oppressor that misrepresented the story which is derived from 

a special source that even teaches faith in one God …Much love. Thanks. 

 

A quick note to say thank you to “What is the meaning of the divergence?”…We also hope that we 

bring comfort to unappreciated Owlin camps/love squads that wish the best for folks…without you 

people’s lives fall apart…thank you for being you. How they could hate on someone striving to be 

peace through music is beyond us, especially hypocritical considering the magnitude and attention 

involved…”Horrifying”…indeed…we live and learn… 

Secret Weapon, Casper Blessing, Just One of the Guys, we have to learn our lesson, knowledge build 

or destroy, our mind is who we are…God will prove his Word is real in time, often right in front of all 

of our lives…it’s a Universal truth…the mystery of the ages. 

 

Cool. Anyway, Happy Easter and in general prayers for peace and healing in our lives…1people. Peace! 


